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§ 0. Introduction
The

theory of " transnormality"

concept of curves
Riemannian
where

with

manifold.

the ambient

has arisen from

S.A. Robertson

[4, 5] has accomplished

M.
M

into an (w+l)‑dimensional

For each xgM

orthogonally at x.

y

M

to mean

ysrx, with respect to which

natural projection <p of M
Recently, S. Nishikawa

onto M

by

the quotient space M=M/

difine
writing

with the

is an r‑fold covering map.

[2] has studied some

geometric structures of a compact

hypersurface M

is called an r‑transnormal hypersurface if the

hypersurfaces of a complete Riemannian

nected complete Riemannian

geodesic rx of

implies that rx ―xv. We

for points on a transnormal

quotient topology is considered. M

manifold

is called a transnormal hypersurface

if, for each pair x,y￡M, the relation rx3y

an equivalent relation
x

manifold isometri‑

connected complete Riemannian

there exists, up to parametrization, a unique

which intersects M

of M

this in the case

manifold.

be an w‑dimensional connected complete Riemannian

callyimbedded

to generalize a

space is Euclidian. Subsequently, J. Bolton [1] has extended

this to the case of a hypersurface in a Riemannian
Let M

attempts

constant width in a Euclidian plane to an analogue in a

global properties of transnormal

manifold.

2‑transnormal

He gave also in [3] differential
hypersurface

of a simply

con‑

manifold of constant curvature.

In this paper, we shall investigate 2‑transnormal

hypersurfaces in a Kaehler

manifold of constant holomorphic sectional curvature and prove that these hyper‑
surfaces are geodesic hyperspheres if principal curvatures are bounded
(or above) by

certain constants which

hypersurfaces

and

the holomorphic

manifolds. (Theorem
The

auther

Tachibana
Received

depend

sectional curvatures

3.3 and Theorem

would like to express

from below

the diameters
of the ambient

of the
Kaehler

4.1)
her hearty

for his kind advice and suggestion.

Tune 20, 1985.

only upon

gratitude to Prof. Shun‑ichi
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Preliminaries
In this section, relevant concepts and

formulas

used

throughout

the paper

are prepared in brief.
Let M

be an (w+l)‑dimensional

denote by

Mx

connected complete Riemannian

the tangent space of M

on the tangent space.

Let M

at xeM,

The

from

p

x^p

is a criticalpoint of Ap if and

to x.

It is known

and then at p owing
x^p

from

L=L(y),

function and a point x$M,

only if y(p, x) is perpendicular

p to x. The

to M

y ―y(p, x) the minimizing

length of the geodesic segment

the second variation formula

H(X,

where

the

y(p, x) of M

at x

y is said to be normal if it is parametrized by arc length.

of Ap at x, which is a symmetric
(1.1)

definition, Ap{x) means

geodesic segment

in [2] that Av is a Morse

be a critical point of Av and

geodesic segment
by L(y). By

By

minimizing

to the transnormality of M.

A geodesic segment
Let xeM,

C(p)

is defined by

xeM,

d^ denotes the distance function in M.
of the unique

where

function Ap on M

Av{x)= du(P, xf

square of the length

and assume

satisfying the condition C(p)C＼M=Q,

denotes the cut locus of p in M.

We

the inner product

be an r‑transnormal hypersurface of M

that there exists a point pzM

where

and by <,>

manifold.

normal

y is denoted

of the arc length of y, the Hessian

bilinear form

Y)=2L<Sr,CL)X(L)+X'(L),

Y(L)>X,

and S denotes the second fundamental

are the Jacobi fieldsalong y with X(0)=0,

H

on Mx, is given by

X(L)=X

YeMx,

tensor of M

and

F(0)=0,

and X(t), Y(t)
Y(L)=Y

respec‑

tively.
If, in particular,M
nected

complete

is compact

kaehler

and 2‑transnormal

manifold of constant holomorphic

then for not only p but also any point xeM
and there exists exactly one point xeM
Mas

a subset of M.

points. We

callleMan

y(x, x) an inward
unit normalvector

JN

field of JN

vector at x.

sectional curvature,

on M.

and

the initial vector /(0) of

uniquely.

Then

Denote by / the complex
Let (JN)*

and define (l,l)‑tensor field / on M
7(X)=J(X‑<X.

at both of its end

Note that for each xeM

at x, say N(x), is determined

forms C°°‑vector
fieldon M.

con‑

such that d^(x, x) equals the diameter of

antipodal point of xeM

unit normal

is a simply

the condition C(x)C＼M―Q is satisfied

Note that y(x, x) is perpendicular to M

rise to a C°°‑vector
fieldof M
Then

and if M

the inward

N=N(x)

gives

structure of M.

denote the dual covariant vector
by

JN>JN)

Compact
for any

vector field X

structure on M.
Assume

We

2‑Transnormal

Hypersurface

on M.

(/, JN, (JN)*)

call E=JN

that at each xgM,

cipal vector of M.

Then

Then

M

in a Kaehler
forms
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an

almost

contact

an almost contact structure vector of M.
an almost contact structure vector E(x) is a prin‑

is called C‑umbilic if the principal curvature of M

at

x with principal vector E(x) is constant and if the other principal curvatures are
all ennai at anv rcM.

§2.

Jacob!

ields

of a Kaehler

manifold

of constant

holomorphic

sectional

curvature
This

section is devoted

of constant
Let

holomorphic

I

morphic

be

a

of M.

orthonormal

curvature

basis of MrW

Let (p(t) be a Jacobi

with

exist 2m

to f

functions

such

y, we

and

obtain

and

vector

/*

manifold

We
on

M

denote
and

manifold

ei*―Jei.

of constant
by

/

holo‑

the complex

{ei,ei*} (i―l,‑‑‑,m)

By

an

the parallel translation

parallel vector fields Pi and Pi* for is {I, ･ ･･ ,m).

j, i.e. </>(t)
s atisfies the Jacobi

field of j, cp' denotes

R is the Riemannian

fi and

Kaehler

6.＼mcM=m.
geodesic

2m

fields of a Kaehler

k.

complete

that f(0)=eu

field along

/ is the tangent
respect

k

the Jacobi

curvature

connected

Let j be a normal

of this basis along

where

sectional

simply

sectional

structure

to determining

such

equation;

the covariant

curvature

tensor

derivative

of M.

Then

of <p
there

that

m=ztji(t)Pi(t)+zr=ji<t)Pi<t),
and

these

functions

(2.1)

satisfy the following
AV)‑Z?‑1<R(Pi,

differential equations;
Pj)Px, Pi>{t)fj(t)

‑ZU<R(Pu

Pj*)Pi, Pi>(t)fj#)=0

for ie{l, ･ ■･ ,m, 1*, ･･ ･ ,m*}.
Recall

that

the

components

of

the

sectional

curvature

of

M

are

given

as

follows;
'pu*=k

(i=l,'‑‑,m)

pij = Pn*=klA
＼
Rmj.=
kl2

(2.2)

(i=tj)
(frj)

0
where

Rau=

<R(eif

ej)ek, et>

and

otherwise
pa=

―Rmj.

Hence,

substituting (2,2) into (2,1)
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and solving these equations, we obtain the form of Jacobi field as follows
1)

in the case k>0;

where

<fx{t)=alt‑＼‑bl
l/i*(0‑#i*‑sin Vkt+bx*‑cos <＼/kt
[fi(t)=at
･sin(Vkt/2)+bi ■cos(Vkt/Z)

2)

(i^l, 1*).

in the case k<0;
d,{t)=Zfi(t)P￡t)
where

r/i(O=≪i^+^i
＼fi*(t)=ai*‑sinhV―kt+bi*‑cosh'＼/―kt
[ftf)=at

･sinh(V^kt/2)

+ fa■cosh(V^kt/2)

In the above, ai and fa are arbitrary real numbers

(ii=l, 1*).

and i moves

the range {1,･ ･･,

m, l*,‑",m*＼.
§ 3.

2‑transnormal hypersurf aces in M

of positive constant holomorphic sectional

curvature
First we investigate the case where the ambient space M
holomorphic
Let M

sectional curvature k.
be a connected complete 2‑transnormal

that the diameter d of M

as a subset of M

the cut locus C(p) of peM
Throughout

in M

hypersurface in M.

satisfiesd<nl＼/k.

does not intersect M;

3.1.

with respect to the inward

Every principal curvature of M

Suppose

This implies that

namely

the rest of this paper, by principal curvatures of M

cipal curvatures of M
Lemma

has positive constant

C(/>)nM=0.

we

mean

prin‑

unit normal vector.
is greater than ‑＼/kcot(d‑＼/k)
at

each point of M.
Proof.

Fix a point x&M

Let y be the minimizing

arbitrarily,and let x be the antipodal point of x.

normal

geodesic from

x to x. Then

the Hessian H

of

the function Ax at x is given by
(3.1)

H{X,

Y)=2d<{W

k/Z)cot(dVk/2)‑I‑SNw}X,

‑dVkt<m(dVk/2)<E(x),

Y>
X><E(x),

Y>

for X, YsMx,
where I denotes the identity transformation.

This formula

can be obtained from

Compact
(1.1) and

2‑Transnormal

Hypersurface

in a Kaehler
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the result of §2. In fact, from

the result of §2, the Jacobi field(p(t)
along y satisfying the conditions 0(0)=0 and <p(d)￡Mx can be expressed as
<p(t)
= a ･sin(Vkt) Iy＼t)+ sin(Vkt/2)A(t),
where

a is an arbitrary real number

satisfying the conditions A(d)^Mx
into (1.1), we
Since M

X)<0

Substituting this formula

get the formula (3.1).
is compact

a non‑degenerate
H{X,

and A(t) is a parallel vector field along y

and <A(t), Jy'{t)> =0.

and 2‑transnormal, yfe takes its maximum

critical point of As‑

for all XgMx＼{0}.

Hence

H

is

is negative definite at x, i.e.

Let X be an eigenvalue of Snw

eigenvector corresDondiner to the eigenvalue X.

at x, which

and X be a unit

Then

H(X, X)=2d{(‑Vk/2)cot(dVk/2)‑J.}
‑d^ktan(dVk/2)<E(x),
from

which
Now,

we obtain X > Vk cot(dVk).

in the sequel we assume

is a principal vector having
Furthermore

we

3.2.

q.e. d.

that the almost contact structure vector E(x)

the principal curvature X(x) at each point x of M.

denote by v(x, X)

with the principal vector X
Lemma

X>2<0

the principal curvature of M

orthogonal to E.

Then

At the antipodal point x of x,

(1)

sin (dVk)+X(x)

cos (d^/k)

{X(x)l *Jk) sin (dVkj

V&

‑ cos (dVk)

%￡) =

Wk/2)sin(dVk/2+v(x,

(2)

at x associated

we can prove the following.

(

g )

X)cos(dVk/2)

(2v(x, X)/s/k)sm(d^k/2)‑co$(d^k/2)

where X is the tangent vector of M

at x given by paralleltranslation of X along y =

r(x. x).
Proof.

Let

Y(t) be

the vector

field along

Y(t)={cos (Vkt)
Then

YCt) is an (M,

the boundary

normal,

M￡

by

‑ (X(x)/ Vk) sin (Vkt)}Jr'(t) ･

a;)‑Jacobi field along

j, i.e.

F(0

is the Jacobi

field satisfying

conditions;
F(0)eAf,

where

y given

denotes

every

the orthogonal

CM, ^)‑Jacobi

and

Sr,mY(Q)

complement

field along

+ Y'(Q)GM￡,
to Mx

r is also an

in Mx.

Since

CM. ^)‑Jacobi

M

is trans‑

field along

r.
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Thus the above Y(t) must satisfythe followingboundary condition;
ST,id>Y(d)
+ Y'(d)eM￡.
From

thisit follows that
S̲r,W){(*(#)/V*) sin(dVk) ‑ cos(dVk)}Jf(d)
‑ {V& sin(rfV^fe)
+ X(x)cos{d^k)}Jr'(d)
eMjnMi={0},

which

together with Lemma

Next

we

3‑1 implies the firstassertion.

take the (M, a;)‑JacobifieldZ(t) along 7‑such that
Z{t)= {cos(V^/2)

where

‑ (2v(x, X)/ Vfe)sin(y &/2)}X(f),

X(0 is a parallel vector fieldalong j with X(0)=X.

the result by

the same

method

that v>(V&/2)cot(dV&/2),

these lemmas

Theorem

3.3.

prepared, we shall prove Theorem

Let M

can obtair

here, however
which

3.1 and the fact that <E(x), X>=0.

sectional curvature k, and d=d(M)

manifold M

q. e.d

hypersurface ir,

of positive constant holomorphic

be the diameter of M

as a subset of M.

the almost contact structure vector E(x) is assumed

vector with principal curvature X(x). If d<n/^/k

is ob‑

3.3.

be a connected complete 2‑transnormal

a simply connected complete Kaehler

each xzM

we

i.e. (2v/V^)sin(dV*/2)‑cos(rfV*/2)>0,

tained by the proof of Lemma
With

Then

as that of the proof of (1). Note

Fo?

to be a principa,

and if X(x)and the other principal

curvatures v(x) satisfy the following conditions at each x&M;
X{x)^ V & (1+cos (dV &))/sin(dV

k)

(or X(x)^ y￡(l+cos(rfVWsin(rfy￡))
and
v(x)^ VHl+cos

(dVk/2))/2 sin(</y k/2)

(or v(x)^Vk(l+cos(dVk/2))/2
then M

is C‑umbilic and furthermore

Proof.

We

M

sin(dVk/2)),

is a geodesic hypershere with radius d/2.

consider only the following case;
X(x)^ y ￡(1+cos (rfV^))/sin(dVk)

and
v(x)^ */k(1 + cos(d＼/k/2))/2sin(dVk/2).
The

proofs for three other cases are accomplished in a similar way.

Compact

By Lemma

2‑Transnormal

Hvoersurface

in a Kaehler
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3.2, we get
V&

l(x) =

sin (dVk)+A(x)

cos jd^/k)

(X{x)/ V%) sin (dVk)

‑ cos (J Vk)

^ Vk (1+cos (dVk))/sin (ds/k),
from

which

we obtain

Kx) ^ Vk (1+cos (dVk))/sm (dVk).
Hence

the firstinequality is reduced

to

X = Vk (1+cos (dVk))/sin (dVk)
In a similar way, the second inequality is reduced
v = Vk(l+cos
Hence

from

M

to

(dVk/2))/2 sin(dVk/2).

is C‑umbilic.

Now, (M, x)‑Jacobi fieldsalong j, which
x to x,

is the minimizing

normal

geodesic

Y{t)=(cos(Vkt) ‑ (X/ VA) sin(Vkt)) Jr'{t)
and
Z(t)= (cos(Vkt/2) ‑ (2v/ Vk) sin(Vkt/2))X(t)
in the proof of Lemma

3.2 attain zero when

point with multiplicity 2m‑l.

Then

t―d/2.

the focal locus of M

point a, since for a sufficientlysmall neighberhood
point p￡U

coincides one another.

da{x, a)=d/2.
Remark.

namely

Mis

By the same

Hence

Hence

M

j{d/2) is a focal

consists of a single

U a focal point with a base

consists of the point x such

a geodesic hypersphere

with radius d/2.

that

q.e.d.

method as above, we can get the following inequalities;

Vkcot(dVk

)^￡MX(x)
^Vk(l

+ cos(dVk))/sin (dVk)

^≪Sr K*)
Wk/2)cot(dVk/2)^i&r,<xliK>‑ov(x,
^ Vk(l+cos

(dV

X)
k/2))/2sin(dVk/2)
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2‑transnormal hypersurfaces in M

of negative constant holomorphic

sectional curvature
This section is concerned
curvature

k of M

in the same

way

Theorem

with the case that the constant holomorphic

is negative. Then
as Theorem

4.1.

Let M

we

sectional

can obtain the following Theorem

4.1

3.3.
be a compact

connected 2

a simply connected complete Kaehler manifold M
sectional curvature k. Assume

transnormal hypersurface in

of negative constant holomorphic

that for each xeM

the almost contact structure

vector E(x) is a principal vector with principal curvature l{x). If the principal
curvature l{x) and the other principal curvatures v{x) satisfythe following conditions
at each xqM:

Kx) ^ V ‑ k(1+cosh (d V ‑ &))/sinh
(dV‑k)
(or *(*)^ V ^fc(l+cosh (rfV^AOVsinh(d^^k))
and
v(x)
§:V11^ (1 + cosh(d‑f‑k))ll sinh(dV^k/2)
(or y(:c)
^ V ^(1

+ cosh(dV^k/2))/2 sinh(dV^k/2)),

where d denotesthe diameter of M

as a subset of M, then M is C‑umbilic ana

furthermore M is a geodesichypersherewith radius d/2.
To prove Theorem
3.1 and Lemma
Lemma

4.1, we need the followinglemmas

instead of Lemma

3.2.

4.2. Every principalcurvature of M is greater than (V―&/2)cosh

(d‑V ―k/2) at each point of M.
Under the assumption on E(x), we have
Lemma

4.3. At the antipodalboint x of x.
‑ V ‑ k sinh (d V ‑k) + X(x) cosh (d V ‑ )fe)

m=

(1)

(2)

v(x, X) =

(^(a?)/V^fe)

‑ cosh (d^^k)

(‑V‑ft/2)sinh (rfV‑6/2)+v(a;tZ)cosh (dV‑k/2)
(2v(x,X)/V^)sinh
(jV^fe/2)‑cosh (d‑V^k/2)

where X is the tangent vectorof M
along y(x, x).

sinh (dV^k)

at x given by the paralleltranslationof X

Compact
The

2‑Transnormal

proofs of these lemmas

Hypersurface

owing

for

(resp. Z(t)= {cosh (V
Then

Theorem
Remark.

that

of Ax is given by

X><Jf(d),

Y>

X, YgM^,

can be obtained from (1.1). Then

Y(t)= {cosh V^kt

Note

to the negativity of the holomorphic sectional

ktanh(dV:^k/2)<Jr/(d),

To prove (1) (resp. (2)) of Lemma

So

while mentioning.

At a criticalpoint x, the Hessian H

+ d^

which

in § 3.

arbitrarilyand consider the function Ax on M.

the cut locus C(x) is empty
curvature of M.
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are quite similar to those of lemmas

we describe here only the matters worth
Fix a point xeM

in a Kaehler

we

4.3, we

may

‑ (X(x)/V

kt/2)‑(2v(x,

can immediately

obtain Lemma

4.2.

use the Jacobi field

k) sinh V

kt}Jr'(t)

X)/V^)sinh(V^^/2)}X(0).

4.1 can be proved in the quite similar way

as Theorem

3.3.

By easy consideration, we can get the following inequalities;

^ V^Cl+cosh

W

k/2)coth

(dV

k/2)^￡M,

(JV^))/sinh

(dV'zrk)

<x,E>=0 v{x, X)

^ V^(l+cosh

(dV

k/2))/2 sinh (dV^k/2)
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